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Hi again, I thought I would mentioned that recently I opened another XOOPS powered site,
Fans Of Big Brother (F.O.B.B.). When I moved and redesigned my Big Brother fansite, I decided
to change it to a XOOPS powered site this time around, because it's more user friendly, has
much more flexibility and well, coz I love using XOOPS :) It's running XOOPS 2.0.16 at the
moment.  I decided to start from scratch as far as memberships go for the site, and transferred
most of the content over and designed a new Theme for it and modified a couple of my own
Themes for it. I will be releasing a Big Brother Theme similar to the one on the F.O.B.B site
sometime in near future, so keep an eye out for that :) When I release it, it will be available from
my main site www.richardsdomain.com Some content is still being added, so Big Brother fans
can search for information regarding Australian BB. I have used SmartFAQ, XOOPS Content for
a Quiz area for members, NewBB for the Forums, and some of the main XOOPS modules that
most sites use. Feel free to take a look around and let me know what you think of the site and
Theme, if you're a Big Brother Fan, feel free to register :) 

http://www.fansofbigbrother.com
http://www.richardsdomain.com
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